
Relationship Rewards Terms & Conditions: 

1. Doha Bank customers classified as new to Bank Al Riyada customers with monthly income of QAR 

35,000 for Expats and QAR 30,000 for Qataris or fixed deposit of QAR 350,000 and above, are 

eligible to avail Relationship Rewards. 

2. Al Riyada customers who sign up across credit cards, loans, CASA and insurance between 1st April 

2018 to 30th September 2018 shall be offered Doha Miles credits as per Bank’s policy. 

3. Any application received after 30th September 2018 will not be eligible under this campaign. 

4. In order to be eligible to receive one time Doha Miles, you must open a salary transfer account or 

a fixed deposit as per Al Riyada eligibility stipulated in clause 1 but for a period of minimum one 

year and must hold a Doha Bank credit card. 

5. The Bank will charge a onetime fee (Equivalent to market value of each Doha Mile) to your account 

only if you: 

a. Do not maintain your salary transfer Al Riyada account for one year; or  

b. Do not maintain a fixed deposit of QAR 350,000 and above for a tenor of one year. 

6. Current Account: New to bank Al Riyada customers (Salary Transfer as per new Al Riyada 

requirements) receive 10,000 Doha Miles on sign up. 

7. Al Dana Account: Al Riyada customers who open a new Al Dana Account and maintain an average 

balance of QAR 100,000 and above for 3 months, will be eligible to receive 10,000 Doha Miles as 

Relationship Rewards. 

8. Flexi Save Account: Al Riyada customer who opens a Flexi Save Account and maintains a minimum 

balance QAR 500,000 and above for 3 months, will receive 10,000 Doha Miles as Relationship 

Rewards. 

9. Insurance: Al Riyada customer who applies for an insurance with QAR 10,000 premium, he is 

qualified for 10,000 Doha Miles as Relationship Rewards. 

10. Personal loan: Al Riyada customer who applies for a new personal loan of QAR 300,000 and above, 

he is eligible for 10,000 Doha Miles as Relationship Rewards. 

11. Maximum rewards earned by an Al Riyada customer is capped at 50,000 Doha Miles. 

12. The above mentioned rewards will apply after checking the customer product up take, 

average/minimum balance conditions being met and shall be credited in the subsequent month. 

13. Rest of the terms and conditions prevail as per existing Doha Miles policy of Doha Bank. 

 

 

 

 


